Certain documents or portions of documents related to this training may be exempt from disclosure under the California Public Records Act on one or more of the following grounds:

a. They are records dealing with security and safety procedures that are exempt pursuant to Government Code Section 6254(f). *(Northern California Police Practices Project v. Craig (1979) 90 Cal.App.3d 116, 121-122.)*

b. They are materials for which the City of San Rafael does not hold the copyright or have permission to publish.

Where exempt material can be reasonably segregated from nonexempt material in these records, the exempt material has been redacted and the nonexempt material is shown. Where it is not reasonably possible to segregate out the exempt material, the Department is withholding the entire document from disclosure.
SWAT TRAINING JULY 21, 2000

0700-0900: Physical test at San Rafael High School

0900-0930: Drive to Richmond Rod and Gun Club shooting range

0930-1000: Setup shooting range

1000-1030: Pistol qualification (832 P.C.)

1030-1100: Carbine and sub gun practice: 10 yards to 25 yards

1100-1200: Multiple room and suspect entry course

1200-1300: Lunch

1300-1430: Transition/reloading drills and cover drills with movement

1430-1500: Range cleanup and return to police department

1500-1530: Cleanup at police department

Mark M. Piombo #432
Training date: July 21, 2000
RICHMOND ROD & GUN CLUB, INC.
3155 GOODRICK AVENUE
RICHMOND, CA 94801

27 May 2000

Memo to all police departments using Richmond IPSC range:

I'm concerned that some of the various departments are not fully observing the range procedures and safety rules which are in effect at the club, so I'm attaching a revised procedure outline and will be calling each of you next week to verify receipt and agreement regarding them. Please review the attached procedures and make sure that your people follow them strictly.

Thanks very much,

Tom

Tom Frenkel
IPSC Range Chairman
Richmond Rod & Gun Club
793 Beechwood Drive
Daly City, CA 94015

650-994-9412
RICHMOND ROD & GUN CLUB, INC.
3155 GOODRICK AVENUE
RICHMOND, CA 94801

IPSC RANGE PROCEDURES FOR POLICE DEPARTMENTS
REVISED 27 MAY 2000--CHANGES ARE UNDERLINED

I. NO SHOOTING BEFORE 9:00 A.M. NO SHOOTING AFTER DARK WITHOUT
PRIOR PERMISSION ISSUED BY RANGE CHAIRMAN (TOM FRENKEL)

II. SAFE HANDLING OF FIREARMS IS MANDATORY AT ALL TIMES; THIS MEANS
NO LOADING OF FIREARMS WHEN OTHERS ARE DOWN RANGE. THIS ALSO
MEANS NO LOADED GUN HANDLING BEHIND THE WALLS BETWEEN RANGES

III. IPSC RANGES 1 AND 1.5 (PLATE RACK RANGE WHICH WILL BE RANGE 2 AFTER
RENUMBERING WHICH WILL OCCUR SOON) ARE RESERVED FOR RRGC
MEMBERS. TRAINING BY POLICE DEPARTMENTS SHALL TAKE PLACE ON
RANGES 2, 3, AND 4.

IV. EYE PROTECTION IS MANDATORY AT ALL TIMES ON THE IPSC RANGE THIS
INCLUDES WHEN ONE IS BEHIND THE LINE AND NOT SHOOTING. EAR
PROTECTION IS MANDATORY WHILE SHOOTING OR NEAR SHOOTING.

V. ALL SHOTS MUST IMPACT THE BERMS. NO SHOTS MAY IMPACT THE SIDE
WALLS.

VI. STEEL TARGETS ARE FOR HANDGUN ONLY. NO RIFLES OR SHOTGUN SLUGS
ARE USED ON STEEL AS IT WILL DAMAGE THEM

VII. BRING TRASH BAGS AND HAUL AWAY ALL OF YOUR TRASH, DO NOT FILL
THE CLUB TRASH CANS.

VIII. ALL BRASS AND SHOTGUNS EMPTIES MUST BE POLICED AND HAULED AWAY.
ONLY EXCEPTION IS IF PRIOR ARRANGEMENT IS MADE TO LEAVE BRASS FOR
RECYCLING. NO SHOTGUN EMPTIES ARE EVER TO BE LEFT ON GROUND.
NO BLAZER IS TO LEFT ON GROUND.

IX. LEAVE SHELTERED AREA NEXT TO RANGE HOUSE FREE OF TABLES AND
BENCHES. THIS IS USED FOR RANGE OFFICER PARKING.

X. RED FLAG MUST BE UP WHILE SHOOTING.

XI. KEEP MAIN GATE TO CLUB LOCKED ON MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURSDAY.
IPSC GATES MAY BE LEFT UNLOCKED WHILE RANGE IS IN USE.

XII. ANY BARRICADES OR PROPS WHICH ARE SET UP BY ANY DEPARTMENT MUST
BE BROKEN DOWN AND MOVE TO BACK OF RANGES BY FRIDAY OF ANY
WEEK.